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Background and Motivation
As science advances, scientists around the world continue to produce large numbers of research
articles, which provide the technological basis for worldwide collection, sharing, and dissemination of
scientific discoveries. When writing a paper, an author searches for the most relevant citations that
started or were the foundation of a particular topic, which would very likely explain the thinking or
algorithms that are employed. The search is usually done using specific keywords submitted to literature
search engines such as Google Scholar [3] and CiteSeer [2]. However, text-based search engines return
poor results when there is vocabulary mismatch between a query and the relevant documents. Moreover,
finding relevant citations is distinctive from retrieving articles that are only topically similar to an author’s
proposal. For example, Teufel et al. [6] showed that citations can be of various types, and provided an
annotation scheme for the citation function, which consists of twelve different categories. Among these
categories, some citations are topically similar, others are used as survey articles to provide background
information to the reader, while yet others contain tools/algorithms/data that are adapted or modified in
the new proposal [6].
What is a good strategy to uncover both topically-related and, at the same time, distant, but
highly-relevant citations for a particular query, while filtering out irrelevant information, given today’s very
large collections of published articles? One promising line of research to information filtering is the design
of recommender systems. Collaborative Filtering (CF), the commonly used method for recommender
systems, relies on the assumption that similar users express similar interests on similar items. Two types
of memory-based CF are: user-based CF, which computes the similarity between users, based on user
profiles or history, and item-based CF, which computes the similarity between items, based on various
item information.
However, memory-based CF algorithms have several limitations such as data sparsity and
scalability [4]. Consider, for example, the problem of citation recommendation in CiteSeer [2], where the
underlying citation graph tends to be noisy (e.g., due to errors in citing, and missing citations, etc.) and
sparse (i.e., most papers in CiteSeer have on average about 30 citations, which is far below 1% of the
more than two million papers indexed into the database). Memory-based CF algorithms, which are
nearest neighbor based algorithms, rely on exact matches while computing (item or user) vector
similarities, and hence, could result in loss of citation recommender system coverage and accuracy [5].
Moreover, the nearest neighbor algorithms require similarity computation that grows with the number of
research papers. With more than two million papers available in CiteSeer, CF-based citation
recommendation systems suffer from scalability problems.
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Against this background, we address the problem of citation recommendation using singular
value decomposition (SVD) [1] on the adjacency matrix associated with the citation graph to construct a
latent “semantic" space, where citing and cited papers that are highly correlated are placed closed to
each other. The main idea behind SVD is to project the original high-dimensional data into a lowerdimensional space, in which patterns in the data can be more easily identified.
We exploit information available in the online CiteSeer digital library of scientific publication to
train and evaluate our models. The assumption is that, when writing a paper, an author has some
background knowledge about the topic he writes about and that an initial set of citations (i.e., a “basket" of
citations) is provided as input to the recommender system. We require the system to retrieve other
relevant works that the author might have missed (works that should be cited or the author should be
aware of).

Experiments and Results
The CiteSeer Dataset: The citation recommendation data set used in our experiments is compiled from
the CiteSeer citation graph and the metadata available for each paper indexed in CiteSeer [2], as of
December 2011.There are 1, 345, 249 unique citing papers and 9, 150, 279 unique citations in the
CiteSeer citegraph. The total number of links in the graph, i.e., [citing paper → citation], is 25, 526, 384.
From the CiteSeer citegraph and the available metadata, we constructed a smaller data set for the task of
citation recommendation as follows: we filtered out papers that do not have title and abstract, as well as
papers that are cited by other papers in the corpus less than 10 times and more than 100 times. In
addition, we filtered out papers that cite less than 15 or more than 50 other papers. In our resulting
citegraph, there are 81, 508 unique cited papers (citations), 16, 394 unique citing papers, and 341, 191
links.
Experimental Design: We address the following question: How does SVD compare with
collaborative filtering approaches on the citation recommendation task? We split the data set into training
and test sets by randomly selecting one non-zero entry from each citing paper, to be part of the test set,
whereas the remaining non-zero entries are considered part of the training set (i.e., the “basket items" for
each citing paper). We sampled a validation set, used to estimate model parameters, in a similar manner.
Figure 1 show the results of the comparison of SVD with CF algorithms, i.e., CF User-based
Simple Weighted Sum (SWS), CF User-based most-frequent-item (F), and CF Item-based. Each
algorithm returns a list of top N recommendations for each citing paper, with N ranging from 5 to 25 in
steps of 5. If the hidden citation (in the test set) is part of the top N recommendation list returned by an
algorithm, the algorithm was considered accurate for the particular citing paper. We repeated each
experiment 5 times to ensure the results were not sensitive to a particular train-test split and averaged the
results across the five runs. As can be seen in the figure, SVD outperforms the CF models in terms of
both Recall and Precision, for all values of N . In future, because SVD-like models easily allow
incorporation of additional information, we plan to integrate other types of information (e.g., textual
information) into our models.

Figure 1: Comparison of SVD with collaborative filtering algorithms in terms of Recall and Precision.
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